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Note: The candidates are required at attempt two questions each form 

 Section A & B Section C will be compulsory. 

 
1. Write a letter to a friend, inviting him to join you on a mountaineering 

 adventure. 

OR 

 Write a letter to the owner of a famous chain of restaurants,   

 expressing  your desire to own a franchisee of his chain.(10 Marks) 

              

2. Change the following into dialogue form. 

 Sheenu has always been scared of lizards. When she was a child,  once a 

 lizard fell on her face, and ever since she feeds that she cannot stand  even 

 the sight of a lizard. Her parents tried a lot to  remove her fear. They even 

 brought plastic lizards for her to play. Her father explained  to her that 

 her fear of lizards is affecting her  confidence of visiting different places. 

 He told her that it is not  always poisonous and she should  not be so 

 scared of the reptile. Sheenu enjoys winters because lizards  hibernate in 

 the season of  winter. When she accompanied some friends to  a museum of 

 a variety of birds, animals, and reptiles; she gained some confidence. 

 She thanked her friends who supported her in getting over her fear.  

          (10 Marks) 

 

3.  Develop a Story from the following hints. 

  ship of pirate becalmed near rocky coast ________ pirate sees  bell 

 fastened to dangerous submerge rocky_______ asks what it  is 

 _______ is told it was placed these to warn soldiers in storms  ______thinks 

 it would be a joke to take the bell ______rows  across  in boat to 

 rock_______ they cut the chain and sink the bell  _______ wind rises  
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 and they sail away ______ years after pirate  returns to the same coast 

 _______ sea covered with fog and  storm  rising________ pirate does 

 not know where he is ______a   terrible crash________ ship strikes on 

 the same rock ________  as  they go down, the pirate realizes his ship 

 wrecked on the same  rock_______ wishes he had left the bell alone. 

OR 

  An old lady becomes blind ______calls in a doctor ______  agrees 

 to pay large fees if cured, but nothing if not______  doctor  calls 

 daily_________ covets lady's furniture ______  delays the  cure 

 ________ everyday takes away some of her  furniture  ________ at 

 last cures her________ demands his fees  ________  lady refuses to pay, 

 saying cure is not complete _______  doctor brings a court case_______ 

 judge asks lady why she will not  pay________ she says sight not properly 

 restored ________ she  cannot see all her furniture _______ judge gives 

 verdict in her favour.          (10 marks)  

 

4. Write a paragraph on any one of the following: 

 i) Privatization of education 

 ii) Demonetization 

 iii) Sports and Drugs  

 iv) Politics and Women's role    (10 marks) 

 

PART-II 

5. Do any 15 of the following as directed. 

 i) We went to a fabulous show in New York. ( State whether   

  the underlined word is a noun or verb) 

 ii) Sat/on the floor/every one. (Make a sentence with the given   

  words) 

  

 iii) A friends rings you up at works, You say: "sorry, I can't   

  talk now ________________ ; (write a sentence that is   

  appropriate in the situation. Use Present Continuous Tense). 

 iv) The sun rises in the east. It is behind us when we_______   

  (travel) towards the west. (Put in the appropriate tense). 

  v) What is this word here mean? (Correct the sentence) 
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 vi) Your neighbour played loud music. This went on all night.   

  (Combine the two sentences. Use Past Continuous Tense) 

 vii) I had my old coat on wearing) 

  ( Make another sentence with same meaning. Use the word in  

  the brackets) 

 viii) Have you ever________ Mumbai? (Put in gone to/been to) 

 ix) We haven't had a party ________ Christmas. (Put in    

  for/since/last). 

 x) I was really pleased to see Rachel again yesterday._______ (not  

  seen/her/for/ages) (Make another sentence in Past perfect   

  Tense. Use the notes) 

 xi) Trevor/not put up the shelves. (Make a sentence using will/   

  won't) 

 xii) I feel a bit tired. I go to lie down. (correct the under-lined   

  sentence) 

 xiii) A: What's that man doing up there? 

  B: Oh no; He'll jump/ He's going to jump. ( choose the correct  

  option) 

 xiv) You need not decide now. (Rewrite with short forms). 

 xv) Is your brother here? _________, he's away on a business tour.  

  (Put in Yes/NO) 

 xvi) You've forgotten when the course finishes. Ask your friend.   

  (Frame a question for the situation) 

 xvii) About what are you talking? (Correct the sentence) 

 xviii) We can sit on the grass, ________? ~ I think it's dry enough.   

  (Supply a question tag).           (1x15=15 marks) 

 

6. Do any 15 of the following as directed 

 i) I never eat meat. ( State if the under lined noun countable or   

  uncountable). 

 ii) The shop has______ nice sofa. (Put in a/an or some). 

 iii)  It's experience/ an experience I won't forget for a long time.   

  (Choose the correct option). 

 iv) Maths is/are Emma's favourite subject. (Choose the correct   

  option). 
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 v) a wall made of stone. (Reframe by putting the two nouns   

  together.) 

 vi) The news aren't very good, I'm afraid. (Correct the sentence.) 

 vii) _________ Annual General Meeting. (Put in a/an & use   

  abbreviations) 

 viii) The boss gets in_________ a panic about things. (Put in   

  so/such)  

 ix) Vicky believes in ghosts. Oh: _________ nonsense she talks;   

  (Put in what/ what a) 

 x) I don't know what to do. It's ________ problem. 

  a) quite difficult 

  b) a quite difficult    

   c)  quite a difficult. 

 xi) We'd like to go for a walk, but _______raining. (Put in Its/It's) 

 xii) The mother put both_________ arms around the child. (Put in  

  the possessive form of the subject). 

 xiii) It's the special offer for this month. (Rewrite the under-lined   

  phrase in a possessive form) 

 xiv) All the buses go into the town centre. Take _________ that   

  comes along here. (Put in anyone/anything). 

 xv) We're having a big party. We've invited lots of friends. (Correct  

  the under lined sentence. ) 

 xvi) I can speak ________ words of Swedish, but I'm not very   

  fluent. (Put in a few/ few/ little/ a little.) 

 xvii) Last Saturday Trevor spent_________ (day) putting up some   

  shelves. (Put in every/each/whole.) 

 xviii Mask talked to the woman sitting next to _________ . (Fill in   

  the blank with an appropriate pronoun)  (1x15=15 marks) 
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